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Summary
The maize transposable element Activator (Ac) has
been shown to be active in a number of dicots, including
Arabidopsis thaliana, whose small genome and short
generation time have favored its wide adoption as a
model organism for molecular genetic approaches to
plant physiology and development. Using the Ac
element and several bacterial and plant marker genes,
we have devised a versatile system for identifying
plants in which a transposon has excisedand reinserted
elsewhere in the genome. The transposons have been
designed to facilitate the identification of insertions
downstream of promoters and in the vicinity of enhancers by the inclusion of a p-glucuronidase (GUS)
gene either lacking a promoter or having a minimal
promoter sequence. The system permitsthe transposon
and the source of transposase to be maintained either
stably in separate plants or in the same plant. Plants
in which transposition is occurring can be identified by
the frequent somatic activation of the GUS gene. The
herbicide chlorsulfuron is used as a selective agent
to identify progeny plants in which the transposon
has excised from its original insertion site within a
chlorsulfuron-resistant acetolactate synthase gene.
Additional selectable markers permit the identification
of plants containing a transposed element, but lacking
transposase. Here we describe our initial characterization of the system and demonstrate its reliability
and efficiency in identifying plants with transposed
elements.
Introduction
Activator(Ac)is a maize transposon that was first identified
genetically by McClintock becauseof its ability to promote
chromosome breakage at a specific chromosomal site
designated the Dissociation (Ds) locus (reviewed in
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Fedoroff, 1983). The Ac element is the transpositionally
active member of a family that includes a large and structurally heterogeneous group of elements, collectively
designated D s elements, which can transpose only if
provided with a source of the Ac-encoded transposase
(reviewed in Fedoroff, 1989). The element's transcription
start sites and transposase-coding sequence have been
identified, as have the terminal sequences required for
transposition (Coupland et a/., 1989; Kunze and Starlinger,
1989; Kunze et a/., 1987). Ac has been shown to be
active in a number of plants other than maize, including
the increasingly popular dicotyledonous model plant
Arabidopsis thaliana (Baker et a/., 1986; lzawa et a/.,
1991; Knapp eta/., 1988; Van Sluys eta/., 1987; Yoder et
a/.,1988). Recent studies in Arabidopsis have addressed
the transpositionalbehavior of Ac, as well as the development of marked Ac-derived transposons to facilitate
transposon tagging (Altmann et a / . , 1992; Dean et a/.,
1992; Masterson et a/., 1989; Schmidt and Willmitzer,
1989; Swinburne eta/., 1992). The results of these studies,
together with information on Ac and Ds behavior in other
dicots (Dooner eta/., 1991; Hehl and Baker, 1990; Jones
et a/., 1990; Yoder, 1990), focuses attention on several
problems in the development of an efficient Ac-based
transposon tagging system for Arabidopsis. These include
the need for a reliable phenotypic assay to identify plants
in which transposition is occurring, as well as genetic
markers to identifytransposed elements, map new insertion
sites relative to donor sites, and eliminate plants which
contain the transposase gene in order to stabilize newly
transposed elements. In addition, it would be desirable to
be able to identify insertions in and near genes by virtue
of activation of a transposon-bome, promotorless reporter
gene, as initially developed for Drosophila P elements
using a bacterial p-galactosidasegene (Bier et a/., 1989;
Wilson eta/., 1989).
To satisfy these requirements, we have assembled several
transposons (termed Ds-GUS elements), each containing
a promoterless bacterial p-glucuronidase (GUS) coding
sequence as a reporter gene, as well as a second marker
gene whose expression is independent Of the integration
site. The second marker gene, which Confers resistance
to hygromycin in plant cells, was included in the transPoSon
to allow easy tracking of the element and facilitate the
identification of insertion mutations by co-segregation of
the mutant phenotype with the hygrornycin-resistance
trait. In order to permit the identification Of plants in which
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and weakest of the Ac element's four transcription start
sites (Ds325)or all of them, either with (Ds512)or without
(Ds378) part of the element's untranslated leader
sequence (Kunze eta/., 1987). The complete GUS coding
sequence was introduced into the element with (+) or
without (-) a short core sequence from the CaMV 35s
promoter (Figure la). A bacterial aph4 gene expressed
from a CaMV 19s promoter was also cloned into each of
the six Ds-GUS elements near the 3' end. The D s 4 U S
elements were inserted in each orientation into the leader
sequence of a mutant chlorsulfuron-resistant ALS gene
(Haughn et a/., 1988). The Ds-GUS-disruptedALS gene
was transferred to an E. coli-Agrobacterium shuttle
vector, giving an NPT-ll-marked T-DNA region whose
structure is shown in Figure la. Plasmids with the GUS
gene in the same orientation as the 35s promoter were
used to test the ability of the GUS gene to be expressed
from a promoter and through the element's 5' end. No
expression of the GUS gene was expectedwhen the GUS
gene was in the opposite orientation from the 35s promoter
unless a transposition or rearrangement had occurred to
bring the gene into close proximity with either a promoter
or enhancer.
Two different 35s-Ac transposase constructs were
used, both derived from an intact Ac element (Figure 1b).
In the Bam35S-Ac, the CaMV 35s promoter replacedthe
5' terminal 181 bp of the element, rendering it unable to
transpose. In the Nae35S-Ac, the CaMV 35s promoter
and the R leader sequence of the tobacco mosaic virus
(Gallie eta/., 1987) replaced the element's 5' terminal 964
bp, eliminating most of the sequence correspondingto the
untranslated leader sequence (this derivative was a kind
gift of S. Scofield). Each of the 35s-Ac transposase
constructs were then inserted between the T-DNA
borders of a cloning vector that also contained the
NPT-II gene as a plant transformation marker and a
35s-tms2 gene as a negative selectable marker (see
Experimental procedures).

an excision event has occurred. the transposons were
cloned into the leader of a mutant A. thaliana acetolactate
synthase(ALS) gene that confers resistanceto the herbicide
chlorsulfuron (Haughn et a/., 1988). The transposondisrupted ALS gene was introduced into A. thaliana by
Agrobacteriurn-mediated root transformation on a T-DNA
segment also containing a bacterial neomycin phosphotransferase (NPT-ll)gene expressed from a plant promoter.
An Ac element was modified to provide a non-mobile
transposase source by deleting one end and introducing
a strong plant promoter upstream of the transposase
coding sequence. This construct, termed the 35s-Ac
transposase gene, was cloned into the T-DNA portion of
an Agrobacterium transformation vector together with an
A. turnefaciens Ti plasmid-derived tms2 gene, which
encodes an indoleacetamidehydrolase(Thomashow eta/.,
1984). The capacity to express this gene is lethal to
Arabidopsis in the presence of indole-3-acetamide or an
analog (Karlin-Neumann etal., 1991). The purpose of this
marker is to provide a negative selection for plants containing the 35s-Ac transposase gene, facilitatingthe recovery
of newly transposed Ds-GUSelements in a genetic background lacking transposase. In the present communication
we describe the system and provide molecular data
demonstrating both the reliabilityand the efficiency of the
selective agents in identifying plants with transposed
elements.
Results
Ds-GUS and 35s-Ac transposase constructs
The tagging Ds-GUS transposons were assembled by
cloning the GUS and aminocyclitol phosphotransferase
(aph4) genes into transposition-defective (Ds) elements
derived from an Acelement by deletingmost of the internal
sequence (see Experimental procedures for details). The
three Ds elements selected retained either only the first
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Figure 1. A diagrammatic representation of
the Ds-GUS and 35s-Ac T-DNAs.
The arrow8 indicate the transcriptional
orlentatlon of each gene. Filled boxes
represent the portions of the Ac element in
the transposon and transposase constructs.
The numbers below the Ds-GUS diagram
represent the number of base pairs of Ac
DNA in each transposon: the left end of the
transposon corresponds to the Ac element's
5' end, while the central part and right end of
the transposon were derived from the Ac
element's 3' end. RB and LB designate the
right end left borders of the T-DNA.
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Introductionof transposons and transposase into
A. thaliana
The Ds-GUS transposon and 35s-Ac transposase constructs depicted in Figure 1 were introduced into A. tbaliana
ecotype No-0 by Agmbacterium -mediated transformation
of roots, as described by Valvekens et a/. (1988), using
resistance to kanamycinfor selection of transformed tissue.
The plasmids were generally used singly with the objective
of obtaining plants that containeither a Ds-GUStransposon
or a 35s-Ac transposase T-DNA insert. In addition, roots
were co-transformed with both Ac and Ds plasmids in an
effort to assess the transposition activity of the system
immediately. Plants regenerated from transformed calli
containing a GUS gene were tested for its expression by
histochemical staining (Jefferson, 1987). A low level of
GUS expression was detected in some of the plants
transformed with Ds-GUS plasmids shown in Figure 1a,
particularly those that contained the core sequence of
the 35s promoter. The staining was relatively pale and
either uniform or confined to shoot meristems and some
flower parts. None of the plants tested exhibited sectorial
expression of the GUS gene. Therefore all plants obtained
from independent transformants were allowed to set
seed and their progeny analyzed, as discussed below.
By contrast, calli and plants transformed with plasmids in
which the GUS gene on the transposon was in the opposite
orientation, putting it under the control of the 35s promoter
of the ALS gene, expressed the GUS gene. Although the
level of GUS gene expression in such plants was not
quantified and showed considerable variation among
transformants containing the same construct, GUS gene
expression was moderate to strong in all cases, confirming
that the element's 5' end did not substantially interfere
with expression of the gene when it was adjacent to a
strong promoter. GUS gene expression appeared to be
most intense in transformants containing the Ds-GUS
element with the shortest 5' end, as well as the core
sequence of the CaMV 35s promoter.
To check its transposase activity, each 35s-Ac transposase plasmid was co-transformed with an 'excision
assay plasmid' containing a 35s-GUS gene whose expression was disruptedby insertion of an unmodified Ds element

(see Experimental procedures). Although the presence of
the excision assay plasmid could not be selected for
independently,the frequency with which a given kanamycinresistant cell received both plasmids proved high. The
percentage of kanamycin-resistantcalli showing sectorial
expression of the GUS gene ranged from less than 5 to
33, while calli from cells transformed with the disrupted
GUS gene alone showed no GUS gene expression. Of the
plants regenerated from co-transformed kanamycinresistant calli in one experiment, 9% (Nae35S-Ac) and
13% (Bam35S-Acj gave GUS-positive (GUS) sectors
a(lbel
1). while none were detected in plants regenerated
from calli transformed with the Ds-GUS plasmid alone.
To determine whether the GUS gene on a Ds-GUS
transposon could be activated somatically, roots were cotransformed with a Ds-GUS transposon and a 35s-Ac
transposase plasmid. Among the kanamycin-resistant calli
obtained after one such co-transformation, 11940 showed
GUSf sectors (Table 1). Of these, seven yielded one or
more plants that showed GUS+ sectors and set seed. The
progeny of these plants were subsequently analyzed to
obtain information about the utility of the selective agents
in the identification of plants with transposed elements.

Genetic and molecular analysis of plants containing
Ds-GUS and 35s-Ac T-DNAs
The phenotypes expected for plants containing the introduced Ds-GUS and 35s-Ac T-DNAs are listed in Table 2.
Since the NPT-II gene served as the transformation marker
for both the Ds-GUS and 35s-Ac T-DNAs, progeny
containing either should be resistant to kanamycin. The
phenotypes of kanamycin-sensitive (Kg and kanamycinresistant (K3 seedlings are shown in Figure 2a. The 35sAc T-DNA carries the A. tumefaciens tms2 gene, which
encodes an indoleacetamide hydrolase and confers sensitivity to napthalene acetamide (NAM), an analog of the
growth hormone derivative indole-3-acetamide. The growth
of seedlings containing the tms2 gene is normal in the
absence of NAM, but severely retarded in its presence.
The phenotypes of NAM-resistant I")and NAM-sensitive
(N') seedlings are shown in Figure 2b. The DS element

Table 1. Sectorial expression of the GUS gene in kanamycin-resistant calli
~~

Plasmid 1

Plasmid 2

Excision assay

None

Excision assay
Excision assay

Bam35S-Ac

Ds-GUS 6-182'
Ds-GUS 6-182

None
Nae35S-Ac

Nae35S-Ac

~

Numberof calli

Yo with GUS+ sectors

32
63
56
48
123

0
13
9
0
11

'The Ds-Gus 6-182 transPoson is based on Ds325 (Figure 1) and contains
a CaMV 35s Core Promoter sequence upstream of the GUS gene.
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Table 2. Phenotypes of plants differing in T-DNA and transposon constitution

GUS'
sectors

Kanamycin

Hygromycin

Chlorsulfuron

0s T-DNA
ACT-DNA

r
r
r

r

Ir

r

S

S

S

r

r

S

Ir
r

S

EDS'
TrEa
EDS
EDS

S

r

S

r
r

r

r

r
r

S

r
r

S

-

S

S

?b

r

r
r

r

S

?b

S

S

S

r

-

Genetic constitution

AC + DS T-DNA

+ TrE
+ ACT-DNA
TrE + Ac T-DNA
EDS + TrE + ACT-DNA
NOT-DNA

NAM

-

+

-

r

'EDS. empty donor site; TrE, transposed Ds-GUS

element.
sorneTrEs give an altered patternof GUS' sectors,while others exhibit either a uniform
or differential GUS staining pattern which can mask the GUS' sectors.
b?,

carries an aph4 gene and plants containing the element
are therefore also resistant to hygromycin B. The phenotypes of hygromycin-resistant (H')and hygromycin-sensitive
(H') plants are shown in Figure 2c.
We found that plants containing the Ds-GUS element
inserted in the leader sequence of the chlorsulfuronresistant ALS gene are much more resistant to chlorsulfuron
than untransformedplants. At concentrations of the herbicide up to 100 p.p.b., the growth of seedlings containing
the Ds-GUS T-DNA is only slightly retarded, while the
same concentrations are lethal to untransformed seedlings
(Figure 2d). Plants containing the Ds-disrupted chlorsulfuron-resistant 35s-ALS gene can be distinguished
from plants with an intact 35s-ALS gene by plating on
chlorsulfuron concentrations >5 p.p.m. (Figure 2e). Thus
the integrity of the ALS gene can be tested in transformants
containing Ds-GUS T-DNAs. This has proved to be a
useful feature of the construct, since the NPT-II transformation marker is at the opposite end of the T-DNA segment
from the ALS gene and incomplete T-DNA integration events
have been reported to be relatively frequent (Deroles and
Gardner, 1988; Spielmann and Simpson, 1986).The phenotypes of plants that contain a chlorsulfuron-resistant 35sALS transgene, one disrupted by a Ds-GUS, and no ALS
transgene are referred to as chlorsulfuron-resistant (C'),
low chlorsulfuron-resistant (C")and chlorsulfuron-sensitive
(C'), respectively.
The progeny of self-pollinated plants regenerated from
K' calli transformed with either a 35s-Ac or a Ds-GUS
plasmid were plated on kanarnycin-containing medium to
determine the percentage resistant to kanamycin. Of the
75 putative 35s-Ac- and 79 putative Ds-GUS-containing
plants that have been tested to date, 69% and 68%,
respectively, gave K' progeny (Table 3). Among these,
56% and 69%, respectively, showed the 3:l segregation
of K' and Ks progeny expected for a single T-DNA insertion

site. Many progenies showed either a lower or higher
ratio of K'/Ks seedlings than expected for a single T-DNA
insertion site. While subsequent analysis revealed the
presence of a variety of segregation-distorting embryoand seedling-lethal mutations in the plants regenerated
from transformed calli, it was initially assumed that plants
giving more than 80% K' progeny contained more than
one insertion site and these were not included in subsequent
analyses. To determine whether a given insertion site
contained one or more than one T-DNA copy, DNA was
extracted from plants exhibiting a 3:l segregation of the
K' T-DNA marker and analyzed by probing restriction
endonuclease digests with labeled probes homologous to
the genes on the respective T-DNAs, using different probes
for the right and left borders (see Experimental procedures).
Of the 35s-Ac and Ds-GUS plants tested to date, 75%
and 86%, respectively, contain a single T-DNA copy (Table
3). Finally, the intactness and expression of the aph4 and
the chlorsulfuron-resistant ALS genes were verified by
plating the selected progenies with single Ds-GUS insertions on agar medium containing hygromycin, as well as
on medium containing low (100 p.p.b.) and high (10 p.p.m.1

Table 3. Analysis of putative kanamycin-resistant single
transformants

Number of regenerants
35-ACT-DNA

Ds-GUST-DNA

Total tested

75

79

Kanamycin-resistant
Single T-DNA site'
Single T-DNA copy

52 (69% of total)
29 (56% of K3
12/16 (75%)

54 (68Yoof total)
37 (69% of K')
25/29 (86%)

'plants exhibiting 3:l segregation of K':K' progeny were assumed
to have a single T-DNA lnsertlon Site.
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concentrations of chlorsulfuron. Progeny of plants containing a single 35s-Ac were plated on 10 FM NAM to
check the presence and expression of the tms2 gene.

Genetic characterization of co-transformed plants
Multiple plants were regenerated from each of seven
callus lines that exhibited GUS-positive sectors. All
contained at least one 35s-Ac T-DNA and one Ds-GUS
T-DNA insert, as judged by the presence of both the NAMsensitivity and the hygromycin-resistant traits in the
progeny. In four of the lines, markers characteristic of
either the 35s-Ac or the Ds-GUS T-DNA (but not both)
were detected in more than 75% of the progeny of the
several regenerants tested, suggesting that' there was
more than one insertion site for one of the T-DNAs (data
not shown). The three remaininglines exhibitedthe segregation ratios for hygromycin-resistanceand NAM-sensitivity
expected for a single insertion site for each T-DNA (Table
4). In two lines, designated 399-8 and 400-46,75% of the
progeny tested were kanamycin-resistant, suggesting close
linkage of the insertion sites for the 35s-Ac and Ds-GUS
T-DNAs. Upon further testing, roughly a quarter of the
pooled progeny of the first two regenerants each of lines
399-8 and 400-46, respectively, proved sensitive to both
hygromycin and kanamycin and sensitive to hygromycin
but resistant to NAM (Table 4). In neither case were there
any progeny plants that were resistant to both hygromycin
and NAM, the expected phenotype for plants containing
the Ds-GUS, but not the 35s-ACT-DNA (Table 4). In the
third line, designated 400-12, 84% of the progeny were
kanamycin-resistant (Table 4). Less than 20% of the
progeny were HSKS
and H'N'. and 3% of the progeny were
HSKrand H'N' (Table 4). None of the progenies contained
plants that were resistant to hygromycin, but sensitive to

kanamycin, the expected phenotype of plants with a transposed element, but neither T-DNA (Table 2). Except for the
presence of HSKr progeny plants in line 399-8, these
observationsare consistent with the interpretationthat the
35s-Ac and Ds-GUST-DNA insertion sites are extremely
closely linked in lines 399-8 and 400-46, but loosely linked
in line 400-12. As shown below, the HSKrprogeny plants
in line 399-8 were found to have arisen by excision of the
Ds-GUSelement, not by recombination between different
T-DNA insertion sites. Lines in which T-DNAs are inserted
at a single site, comprising a single genetic locus, proved
useful in evaluating the correspondence between phenotype and genotype because empty donor sites and transposed elements could be readily identified by unique
combinations of several markers (Table 2). Unfortunately,
of the two lines with closely linked insertion sites, only
399-8 gave plants that were resistant to 1DO p.p.b. chlorsulfuron, indicating that the ALS gene might have been
truncated in the initial T-DNA insertion event in line 400-46
(Table 4).
All seven of the co-transformedlines analyzedexhibited
GUS+ callus sectors and gave at least some progeny
plants with GUS' sectors. As noted earlier, none of the
plants containing only a Ds-GUS T-DNA showed GUS+
sectors. To determine whether GUS+ sectors could be
detected in all plants containing both a Ds-GUS and a
35S-AcI cotyledons and leaves from R, seedlings resistant
to both hygromycin and kanamycin were tested in the
three lines with a single copy of the transposon and
transposase gene (Table 4). Except for the first two regenerants from line 399-8, all but one of the 398 H'K'
plants tested exhibited GUS+ sectors of the type ShOwn
in Figure 3a. Among the pooled progeny of regenerants
1 and 2 in line 399-8,15% of the H'K'seedlings showed no
GUS-positive sectors. The H'K' progeny of such Plants
were more sensitive to chlorsulfuron than the parents and
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Figure 2. Growth of transgenic Arabidopsis seedlings on selective media
(a) K' (letr) and K5 (right)seedlings on agar medium Containing 50 pg ml kanamycin (b) N' (left)and N" (right)seedlings on medium containing 10 pM NAM.
Ic) H' (left) and H* (right) seedlings on fnedium containing 20 pg ml I hygromycin B (d and e) C' (left, 35s ALS gene). C" (center. Ds-GUS). and C*(right.
untransformed) seedlings on medium Containing 100 P P b and 20 p p.m chlorsulfuron. respectively.

Figure 3. Histrxhemical staining for GUS activ~tyand growth on se18ctive media
(a) A cotyledon 01 a seedling containing both a 3 5 S . k and a &-GUS 1-DNA stained for GUS activity. (b) Progeny 01 n plnrrl conlnining both (1 35s-Ac and
a &-GUS T-DNA plaled at hlgh density on medium containing 20 p p rn chlorsulluron, C' suudltngs tinvu Iully urpnndod colylodons nnd long roots.
Ic) C'H' (left. contains EDS and TrEl and C'H' lrlght contains EDS only) germinated on a medium contniiiing both 20 p p m clrlorsulluron nnd 20 pg ml I
hygromycin B (d)Root s e g m n t s f r m K' IleW and K' (right)seedlings grown on kanamyciii-containinOcnllus-inducing mutliurn lor 2 wooks
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showed a rearrangement affecting the sequence immediately adjacent to one end of the Ds-GUS transposon.
Since all of the GUS- siblings examined had the same
phenotype and genotype, they probably represent the
progeny produced on a mutant somatic sector of a plant
(see below).
Genetic properties of plants with excised and transposed
elements

The phenotypes of plants in which the Ds-GUS transposon
has excised and transposed to a new site should be
distinguishable from the phenotypes of plants in which
neither event has occurred by virtue of the ability of the
chlorsulfuron-resistant ALS gene to be expressed at a
high level (Table 2). Chlorsulfuron-resistant progeny are
readily identifiable by their ability to germinate and grow
normally on a medium containing up to 30 p.p.m. chlorsulfuron (Figure 2e). We have found that C' seedlings can
be identified even when seeds are plated at the very high
densities of 600-700 per ml (Figure 3b). Plants that
commenced development with an empty donor site (EDS)
arising in the previous generation can be distinguished
easily from plants with early somatic excision events
by the rate of shoot and root growth. Moreover, plants
containing only an EDS or only a transposed element (TrE)
should be uniquely identifiable by their ability to grow on
medium with the appropriate selective agents (Table 2).
That is, a plant that has an EDS but no transposed element
should be resistant to chlorsulfuron, but sensitive to hygromycin (C'HS), while a plant that contains only a transposed
element should be sensitive to chlorsulfuron, but resistant
to hygromycin (C'H', Figure 3c). Plants resistant to both
selective agents should contain both an EDS and a TrE (or
be heterozygous for an EDS and the original Ds-GUS
T-DNA). Because the transposase gene is immobile and
itsT-DNA contains a tms2gene, plants that retain the 35SAc should be identifiableby their sensitivity to NAM.
The markersystem was designedto facilitate the selection
of plants containing a transposed element, but no transposase, in order to assure the stability of a newly arising
insertion mutation. Thus among the progeny of plants
containing a single transposon and a single transposase
T-DNA at different chromosomal locations, plants that are
resistant to chlorsulfuron, hygromycin and NAM should
contain an EDS and a TrE, but no 35S-Ac transposase
gene. Among the progeny of plants in which the transposon
and transposase are inserted at the same chromosomal
site, those that are resistant to hygromycinand NAM (H'N?
should contain only a TrE and lack both the EDS and the
35s-Ac transposase gene. Plants with the Ds-GUS and
3 5 s - A ~T-DNh at a single IOCatiOn, obtained from cotransformed lines 399-8 and 400-46, were used to test the
efficacy of the marker system for the rapid identification

of excision and transposition events. In analyzing these
plants, we have also made use of the fact that the T-DNAs
contain an NPT-II gene, thereby providing an additional
marker for the donor site. In the early stages of the present
analysis, we did not appreciatethe high mutation, excision
and transposition frequencies in tissue culture and therefore
initially pooled the seeds of more than one regenerant
from a single transformant. That the frequency was quite
high became apparent through the present analysis. For
example, roughly a third of the R1 plants grown from the
pooled progenies of the first two regenerants from line
399-8 segregated an embryo lethal mutation, suggesting
that the mutation was present in only one of the regenerants.
Since the embryo lethal did not segregate with the T-DNA
markers and appeared to be present in only one of the two
regenerants, its origin could not be attributedto theT-DNA
insertion event. And although some of the R1 progeny
exhibited chlorsulfuron resistance, none of the seven C'
plants grown to maturity segregated the embryo lethal,
suggesting that the genetic event conferring chlorsulfuron
resistance arose during development of the regenerant
which did not cany the embryo lethal mutation and was
not responsible for it. Such complications need to be
borne in mind, but do not obscure the results.
Among the plants regenerated from line 399-8, the
pooled progeniesof plants 1 and 2 gave 6% chlorsulfuronresistant R, seedlings, while plants 4 and 5 gave 2.1 and
70% C'seedlings, respectively (Table 5). The C'seedlings
were tested for resistance to hygromycin and kanamycin
either by transferring the complete plant to agar medium
containing the drug or, if the seedlings were to be grown,
root sectionswere put on a callus-inducingmediumcontaining the drug (Figure 3d), and the remaining seedling was
re-rooted on a medium lacking drugs (see Experimental
procedures). Only roots carrying the corresponding drug
resistance marker form callus on the callus-inducing
medium containing the drug. We have recovered and
analyzed 37 and 34 C' plants from regenerants 1+2 and
4, respectively, in line 399-8 and found that all of them are
sensitive to hygromycin, indicating that they contain an
EDS, but no transposed element. Plants having only an
EDS should also be resistant to kanamycin, but sensitive
to hygromycin (HSK?.Such plants were recovered from
the same progenies at the same frequencies as C'H'
plants (Tables 4 and 5). Although relatively small numbers
of plants have been tested to date, no H'N' or H'KS
progeny have been identified in these regenerants (Table
5). These latter phenotypes are those expected for a
transposed element that has segregated away from an
EDS (Table 2). By contrast, 70% of the RI Progeny from
regenerant 5 were resistant to chlorsulfuron and 76% of
these were also resistant to hygromycin, suggesting that
the element had transposed to a different chromosome
from that bearing the EDS. If plant 5 contains a TrE
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Table 5. Identification of plants in which excision and transposition has
occurred

Transformant

Regenerant

399-8

1t2
4
5

400-46

C'hotal

C'H'IC'

H'N'ltotal

H'KVtotal

(YO)

(Yo)

(Yo)

(%I

371620
(6.0)
3411656
(2.1)
1541220

0137

01165

0196

(0)

(0)

(0)

0134

0160

(0)

(0)

(70)

66/87
(ire)

18/79
(23)

011 10
(01
9136
(25)

-

-

0199

0199

1+2
3t4

(0)
401191
(21)

segregating independentlyof the tms2-and NPT-ll-marked
EDS, then about a fifth of the progeny (1/4 x 3/4) should be
H'N' and H'K'. The observed percentages are 23 and 25,
respectively, for the R1 progeny of regenerant 5 (Table 5).
Although the R1 progenies of plants regeneratedfrom line
400-46 could not be screened for chlorsulfuron resistance,
we found that 21% and 24% of the pooled seeds from
regenerants 3+4 gave H'N' and H'K' seedlings, respectively, while the pooled seeds from regenerants 1+2 gave
neither class of seedlings. This suggested that there was
a transposed, independently segregating element in the
former, but not the latter regenerants.

Molecular characterization of R,plants with empty donor
sites and transposed elements

To determine whether the phenotypes of plants, as
assessed on selective media, accurately corresponded to
their genotypes, we analyzed Rl plants of regenerants
from lines 399-8 and 400-46 expected to have the original
T-DNA configuration, only an EDS, only a TrE or both.
Although both lines contained a single copy each of the
Ds-GUSand 35S-AcT-DNAs, only line 399-8 gave an Asp
718 fragment of the expected size (10.2 kb) for the complete
ALS gene with a Ds-GUS element (see Figure la). Line
400-46, which gave no evidenceof resistanceto either low
or high levels of chlorsulfuron (Table 4), contained
no detectable ALS-homologous transgenic fragments,
suggesting that the initial insertion event introduced an
incomplete T-DNA with a truncated ALS gene (data not
shown). DNA from progeny of line 399-8 that are resistant
to a high concentrationof chlorsulfuroncontains a 4.9 kb
Asp 718 fragment homologous to the ALS gene (Figure
4a). It is shorter by the length of the transposon (5.3 kb)
than the 10.2 kb fragment detected in plants that exhibit
the onginal marker configuration. The 10.2 kb fragment
can also be detected with a sequence bome on the

(0)
601251
(24)

transposon (GUS or aph4) in plants having the original
marker configuration (H'K'G'), but the shorter fragment
shows no homology to the Ds-GUSspecific probes,
supporting the interpretationof the latter as an EDS (Figure
4b). Plants that were selected for the presence of both an
EDS and a TrE (C'H3 have the short transgenic ALS
fragment and a new, longer fragment homologous to the
aph4 probe, showing that the donor site and the transposon
are now on different Asp 718 fragments. Plants selected
for the presence of the EDS, but no transposed element
(C'H') contain the short, ALS-homologous fragment,
but no aph4-homologous fragment, consistent with the
absence of the hygromycin-resistance marker. It should
be noted that a longer fragment homologous to the ALS
probe can be detected in plants of all different constitutions;
this is the endogenous ALS gene (Figure 4a).
Regenerant 5 of line 399-8 and regenerants 3+4 of line
400-46 gave a high proportion of progeny with marker
combinations characteristic of transposed elements (Table
5). Progeny plantsthat were either H'N' or H'K' and should
have a transposed element, but no EDS, were selected for
analysis. DNA was extracted from leaves, digested with
Ncd, an enzyme that cleaves once within the element and
probed with a transposon-specific(aph4)probe to detect
fragments that extend from the element into flanking
sequences (Figure 4c). The fragments that were detected
in the two progeniesdiffered in size from those characteristic
of the original T-DNA and from each other. It should be
noted that Ncd cleaves the Ds-GUST-DNA at the initiation
codon of the ALS gene and that the 400-46 parental DNA
exhibits the same 8ph4-hOmOlOgOUS Ncd fragments as
line 399-8 (Figure 1). Sibling plants within each progeny
contained element-homologous fragments of the same
length, indicating that the elements are at the same site.
This is consistent with the high fraction of R, plants
bearing the marker comblnations characteristicof a transposed element (Table 5), indicates that one transposition
event is represented In each line and implies that it probably
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 1213

(b)
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aph4
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-

a
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Figure 4. Analysis of DNA from parental 35s-Ac and Ds-GUS-containing plants and derivatives identified by histochemical staining and germination on
selective media.
Blot hybridization was carried out as described in Figure 3; the labeled probes are indicated over each panel.
(a and b) DNA was isolated from plants derived from line 399-8 having the indicated genetic constitutions as determined by growth on selective media and
GUS staining, digested with Asp 718 and the membrane was probed sequentially with an ALS probe (a) and an aph4 probe (b). DNA from: lane 1.
untransformed No-0 plants + Ds-GUS binary vector plasmid; lane 2. untransformed No-0; lanes 3 and 4, H'KrG+ progeny of regenerants 1+2 from line
399-8 (original 35s-Ac and Ds-GUS T-DNAs); lanes 5 and 6, H'K'G- progeny of regenerants 1+2 from line 399-8 (rearranged T-DNA); lanes 7-10. C'H'
progeny of regenerant 5 from line 399-8 (EDS + TrQ; lanes 11-13, C'H' progeny of regenerant 5 from line 399-8 (EDS). The upper ALS-homologous band
corresponds to the endogenous ALS gene.
(c) DNA was isolated from several sibling progeny that showed the drug resistance markers expected for plants with a TrE. but no EDS. The DNA was
digested with Ncd, which cuts once within the Ds-GUS transposon (Figure la) and probed with the aph4 gene. Lane 1, the Ds-GUS binary vector plasmid;
lane 2. No-0 DNA; lane 3, DNA from H'K'G+ progeny of regenerants 1+2 from line 399-8 (original Ds-GUSand 35s-AcT-DNAs): lanes 4-6, DNA from three
H'KS sibling progeny of regenerant 5 from line 399-8 Fable 5. transposed Ds-GUS); lanes 7-9. DNA from three H'K' sibling progeny of regenerants 3+4
from line 400-46 Fable 5. transposed &Gus).

occurred during culture and prior to regeneration of the
plants containing the transposed element.
Finally, plants selected from among the same progeny
by alternative marker combinations, such as either H'KS or
H'N' for a TrE and either H'K' or C'H' for an EDS, gave
identical results. We conclude that the phenotypes of
plants exposed to selective media accurately reflect their
genotypes with respect to the structure of the T-DNA and
the transposon.

containing both a transposon and the transposase gene.
Although only five plant progenies carrying both the transposon and transposase gene were obtained in these
preliminary experiments, transposition events were
detected in four of the five progenies by the criteria
described above. In all four progenies, the C' plants had
an EDS, as well as one to three transposed elements (data
not shown).
Sectorial GUS expression and transposition

Initiating transposition by a genetic cross
While the crosses to bring the transposon and transposase
together are intended to be done with plants that are
homozygous for their respective insertions, several crosses
between Ds-GUS and 35s-Ac plants were carried out
before homozygous plants were available. This was done
by using 35s-Ac-containing plants as female parents
and crossing them by DS-GUS-COntaining male parents,
growing and selfing the hygromycin-resistant F,s, then
identifying the plants that gave both NAM-sensitive and
hygromycin-resistant progeny. Such test progeny were
also assayed for the presence of GUS+ sectors. As in the
previous experiments with co-transformants, H'NS progeny
exhibited GUS+ sectors indicative of transpositional
activation of the GUS gene and diagnostic for plants

There is an excellent correlation between the presence of
both transposon and transposase in a plant and the
Presenceof sectors of cells expressingthe GUS gene both
in roots and shoots. In addition to the seedlings for which
data are given in Table 4, we have tested 537 more R1and
Rz H'K' progenyfrom the399-8 line. Only 9 (<2%) of these
showed no GUS+ sectors among the two to three cotyledons and leaves tested. Although these nine exceptions
were not analyzed, the several Ro and R1 H'K' GUSPlants that were analyzed all proved to have transposed
elements or rearrangements in the immediate vicinity Of
the Ds-GUS T-DNA. For example, DNA from two H'K'
GUS- plants detected among the pooled Progeny of the
first two regenerants from line 399-8 exhibit Ds-GUST-DNA
fragments of altered mobility when cleaved with ASP 718
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(Figure 4a and b, lanes 5 and 6). Further analysis of the
DNA from such plants revealed that there had been an
inversionof the sequence betweenthe transposon and the
adjacent transposase gene leading to decreased expression
of the ALS gene and immobilizing the transposon (Wright
and Fedoroff, unpublished data).
Not unexpectedly, plants that are heterozygous for the
35s-Ac transposase gene show a lower frequency of
GUS' sectors than do plants that are homozygous for the
gene. Thus GUS' sectors are detectable in either all or
virtually all plants containing both a Ds-GUS and a 35SACT-DNA insert. Plants containing the 35s-Ac transposase
gene and either of the two different transposed elements
identified in co-transformed lines 399-8 and 400-46 show
almost no GUS + sectors, nor has uniform GUS expression in
leaf tissues been detected in these two lines by the histochemical assay used here (Table 5. Figure 4c). The presence
of both the transposase gene and Ds-GUS transposon is
evidenced, however, by occasional small GUS ' sectors,
as well as the markers associated with the transposon and
transposase gene. Although we have not yet completed
analysis of R2 progeny plants with transposed elements,
those that we have examined so far fall into one of three
different categories of staining pattern: (1) one that gives
very infrequent small GUS' sectors; (2) one that exhibits
a differential pattern of GUS expression in development,
but few or no GUS' sectors; (3) one that gives a uniformly
high level of GUS expression in all tissues.

Asp-718
Asp718
ALS
aPh4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(C)

Nco I

Asp718
NCOI

ALS
1 2 3 4

aPM
1 2 3 4

Transpositionalactivation of the GUS gene
Among the first 33 R2 progenies of regenerant 4 from line
399-8 analyzed, we identified one in which 2% of progeny
seedlings stained a uniform, intense blue color (Figure5a).
These seedlings were detected in the course of a largescale screen of H'K' progeny for GUS * sectors. They were
sensitive to chlorsulfuron and would not have been detected
in a chlorsulfuron-based screen. This marker combination
could arise by one of several genetic events, including a
short-range intrachromatid transposition. an interchromatid
transposition, or a rearrangement. Analysis of DNA from
such seedlings revealed that while the original Asp 71 8
fragment was unaltered, the element had transposed within
it and had reinserted. in inverted orientation, within 0.2 kb
of its original insertion site (Figure 5b). This was inferred
from the observation of novel Ncd (Figure 5c) and NcolAsp 718 fragments (data not shown) homologous to both
the ALS and aph4 genes. Supporting this inference was
the further observation that progeny homozygous for the
chromosome carrying the transposed element were more
sensitive to chlorsulfuron than sibs that contained the
original Ds-GUS T-DNA on the homolog. Thus strong
activation of the GUS gene in all parts of the seedling
resulted from reinsertion of the transposon just downstream

Flgure 5. Molecular analysis of plants with an intrachromatid. GUSactivating transposition.
(a) GUS staining of a leaf from one of the plants whose DNA is analyzed in
p ~ r(c).
l (b) A diagrammatic representation of the T-DNA with the transposed
Ds-GUS element. (c) Molecular analysis of plants giving uniform high
expression of the GUS gene. DNA was digested either with Asp 718 or Ncol
and hybridized sequentially to an ALS probe, then an aph4 probe. In each
panel, lane 1 contains the Ds-GUS binary vector plasmid. lane 2 contains
DNA from the 3%-Ac and Ds-GUST-DNA parent (line 399-8). while lanes
3 and 4 contain DNA from two sibling progeny, both of which gave uniform
staining for GUS, as shown in (a).

from the 35s promoter of the ALS gene within whose
leader it had originally been inserted and in the correct
orientation for the GUS gene to be expressed. This observation provides further evidence that insertion of the
transposon at sites within a gene will permit expression of
the GUS gene.
Transpositionfrequency
The Ds-GUSelement transposed to another chromosome
during tissue culture in both of the co-transformed lines in
which the 35s-Ac and Ds-GUS T-DNAs inserted at a
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single site (Table 5). Only plants 1, 2 and 4 regenerated
from line 399-8 commenced development with an untransposed element and could be tested for chlorsulfuronresistant progeny. Two of the three R1 plants producedC'
progeny, all of which contained an EDS, but no TrE.
To determine the number of R, plants that produce C'
progeny, R1 plants that commenced development with an
untransposed Ds-GUS element (HWG+) were grown and
the seeds harvested from individual plants were analyzed
for excision and transpositionevents. We tested R2 progeny
of 88 individual R l s derived from the pooled seed of Ro
plants 399-8-1 2, as well as R2 progeny of 46 individual
Rls from Ro plant 399-8-4 in sufficient detail to determine
the proportionof C' plants, the heritability of the trait, and
whether a TrE was present or only an EDS (Table 4), and
we have obtained preliminary data on an additional 70 R1
individuals from plant 399-8-4. Between 1000 and 5000
seeds were plated on 10-20 p.p.m. chlorsulfuron for each
progeny tested. Despitethe fact that they represent sibling
regenerants, the 399-8-1 +2 R1 progeny differed markedly
from the 399-8-4 R1 progeny in the frequency of plants
yielding C' R2 progeny. Thus only three of 88 R, plants
(3.4%) from the 399-8-1 +2 pool gave C' progeny, while
eight of the first 46 R l s (17%) from Ro plant 399-8-4 gave
C' progeny. Although the next 70 R1 plants from Ro plant
399-8-4 have not been analyzed as extensively as the
group for which data are given in Table 4, the fraction of
plants giving C' progeny is similar (23%).
Among the plants for which data are given in Table 4,
the percentage of chlorsulfuron-resistantR2progeny ranged
from 0.3 to 26%, with most plants in the 1-10% range.
About half of the plants that produced C' progeny were
homozygous and half were heterozygous for the T-DNA.
Since the populationof plants examined contains twice as
many heterozygotes as homozygotes, C plants arise about
twice as frequently in homozygotes as heterozygotes, an
observation that is consistent with the higher frequency of
GUS+ somatic sectors in homozygotes as compared with
heterozygotes. It is therefore likely that both the frequency
of C' progeny and the somatic sectoring frequency reflect
the transposase concentration.
Several conclusions emerged from the analysis of the
C' R2 plants and their R3 progeny (Table 4). First, plants
that grow rapidly under the selection conditions used
almost invariably provedto have germinal excision events
(see Figure 3b). Only one of 163 C'H' Rz Plants whose R3
progeny were mryzed proved to have been a misidentified
C ~ Hplant
'
containing an untransposed Ds-GUS element
(data not shown). An early sOmatiCtranSpOSitiOnevent had
O C C U in
~ the
~ ~single misidentified plant and its R3 generation yielded 34% Cr progeny. Second, most of the C'
plants contained a transposed element, as judged by both
genetic criteria and blot hybridization analySiS Of genomic
DNA. Moreover, a single excision or transposition event

Table 6. Excisionand transpositionof the Ds-GUS in R, progeny
Genetic

RJ
399-8-1 +2

399-8-4

+

R1

constitutiona

YOC'in R2

82
122
126
1
6b
11
14
18
28
46
47

Homozygous
Homozygous
Homozygous
Heterozygous
Heterozygous
Heterozygous
Heterozygous
Homozygous
Homozygous
Homozygous
Heterozygous

6.3
2.4
2.5
3.6
1.o
6.4
0.3
2.2
26.0
0.7
1.6

TrE or EDS

TrE
TrE
TrE

TrE
EDS
TrE
TrE
TrE
EDS
TrE
TrE

'The genetic constitutionof the R, plant was either heterozygous
or homozygous for the chromosome bearing the 35s-Ac and
Ds-GUST-DNA insertion site.
bTheseedlings exhibiting uniformexpression of GUS in which the
Ds-GUS element transposed into the ALS gene (Figure 5) were
also detected among the progeny of this plant, but were not
chlorsulfuron-resistantand therefore not detectable by chlorsulfuron screening. Moreover, since they contained both an EDS
and a TrE and comprise a largerfractionof the progenythan those
containing only an EDS, they are unlikely to have arisen from the
same excision event.

dominated each progeny (Wright and Fedoroff, unpublished
data). Thus, although two events have been detected in a
single progeny, such as the EDS (1.0%) and the blue
seedling progeny (2.6%) of 399-8-4 R1 plant 6, it appears
likely that one event predominates numerically among
most progenies by virtue of its developmental timing.
Third, none of the EDS-containing progeny and almost
none of the TrE-containing progeny of parent plants that
contained the transposon and transposase T-DNAs on
only one homolog (heterozygotes in Table 4), gave R3
progeny that were heterozygous for an EDS T-DNA and a
T-DNA with an untransposed element. This implies that
both male and female gametes giving rise to the C' progeny
carried the EDS T-DNA and means that selection Of the
progeny of such heterozygotes directly on both chlorsulfuron and hygromycin yields plants with transposed
elements in a single step.
Discussion
Since the initial report that the maizeAc element transposes
in Arabidopsis (van sluys et a/., 1987), investigators in
Several laboratories have devoted considerable effort not
Only to analyzing the element's behavior in this plant, but
also to modifyingthe.element in order to facilitate its Use
as a mutagenic agent (Altmann eta/., 1992; Dean et a/.,
1992; Masterson ef a/,, 1989; Schmidt and Willmitzer,
1989; Swinburne eta/.,1992). The activity of the element
has been monitored primarily by its own excision or that
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of a transposition-defective Ds derivative from the leader
sequence of a streptomycin phosphotransferase(SPT) or
NPT-II gene, assays initially developed to study Ac in
tobacco (Baker et a/., 1987: Dean etal., 1992; Jones eta/.,
1989; Masterson ef a/., 1989; Schmidt and Willmitzer,
1989). Expressed from its own promoter, the Ac element
is substantially less active in Arabidopsis than it is in either
tobacco or tomato (Dean et a/., 1992: Hehl and Baker,
1990: Schmidt and Willmitzer, 1989; Swinbume et a/.,
1992; Yoder, 1990). In recent studies it was found that
replacement of the Ac promoter by one of several stronger
plant promoters substantially increases its ability to promote
Ds transposition early in plant development (Swinbume et
a/., 1992).
In Arabidopsis, as in maize and other plants, the Ac
element can promote either its own excision or that of a
Ds element located elsewhere in the genome (Masterson
etal., 1989; Swinbume etal., 1992).Twoelement systems
in which the transposon and transposase are genetically
separable have the considerable advantage that new Ds
insertions can be stabilized by genetic segregation of the
tranposon from the transposase gene. Ds derivatives
marked with a drug-resistance gene have been constructed
and shown to be mobile in Arabidopsisonly in the presence
of the trans-activating Ac transposase (Masterson eta/.,
1989).

We have further modified the design of the Ac-based
transposon tagging system for Arabidopsis to decrease
the amount of labor involved in identifying plants with
transposed elements, in general, and element insertions
in and near genes, in particular. The results of studies in
which the NPT-IIor SPT genes have been used to monitor
excision indicate that neither is optimally efficient and
reliable as an indicator of excision activity or for the
identification of germinal transposition events (Altman et
a/., 1992; Dean e t a / . , 1992: Swinbume eta/., 1992). Our
experience with the present Ds-GUS constructs in which
a chlorsulfuron-resistant ALS gene serves as an excision
assay marker shows that the rate of seedling growth on
chlorsulfuron is an extremely accurate reflection of the
seedling's genetic constitution. Almost without exception,
the seeds that germinate and grow the most rapidly on
chlorsulfuron have received at least one copy of the intact
chlorsulfuron-resistant ALS gene from a gamete. We find
that under our growth conditions, seedlings with relatively
large somatic transposition sectors almost always lag
3-5 days behind seedlings that received an intact 35SALS gene from their parents. Whether the seedlings that
exhibit large somatic GUS+ sectors grow into plants that
give a higher than average number of C' progeny is
presently under investigation.
In addition to the high reliability of the chlorsulfuron
selection for germinal events. the fact that chlorsulfuron
inhibits seedling growth extensively permits
to be

plated at the very high densities of 4000-5000 in a single
standard Petri dish. Finally, chlorsulfuron inhibition of
growth is reversibleand even untransformedseeds can be
rescued from chlorsulfuron-containing medium, facilitating
the genetic characterizationof the progeny with respect to
other markers. Thus, for example, after C' progeny are
removed from the chlorsulfuron-containing medium, a
number of seeds can be spread on a hygromycincontaining
plate to determine how the hygromycin-resistancemarker
is segregating in the progeny.
In order to facilitate the identificationof plants containing
a transposed element, but no transposase source, we put
immobilized, 35s promoter-substituted Ac elements
adjacent to a negative selection marker, the Agrobacterum
tumefaciens tms2 gene, on a single T-DNA. The presence
of this gene permits selection of plants that lack the
mobilizing transposase gene by virtue of their ability to
grow on NAM-containing medium. We have shown that
plants that are resistant to both hygromycin and NAM
contain the Ds-GUS element, but no transposase gene.
As noted in the text, we have observed that plants having
the Ds-GUST-DNA on only one homolog (T-DNA heterozygotes) almost invariably give C' progeny that are either
homozygous for the EDS T-DNA or heterozygous for the
EDS T-DNA chromosome and the homolog lacking the
T-DNA insert. This means that both male and female
gametes arose from the cell lineage in which the excision
(or transposition) event had already occurred. This, in turn,
means that plants that carry the TrE, but no Ac element
can be identified directly by plating seed on agar medium
containing both hygromycinand NAM. If the transposition
event occurs sufficiently early in the plant's development
and the element has transposed to a different chromosome
or a distant site on the same chromosome, then such
plants can be identified immediately among the progeny
of the plant in which the transposition event has occurred.
Indeed, H'N' R2 seedlingswere directly selected from 3998-4 R, progeny plants 1 and 11 (Table 4). However, this
selection can be carried out directly only if the fraction of
progeny with a transposed element is relatively high, since
only 25% will be homozygous for the homolog lacking the
Ac and tms2T-DNA and, at most, 75% of these will c a w
the hygromycin-resistance marker of the DS-GUS element,
unless it transposes to the homolog.
If the frequency of C'H' progeny of such heterozygotes
is low, C'H' plants are grown and their seed plated on
hygromycin and NAM to identify progeny containing the
TrE, but not the tms2-linked Ac. Given the relatively late
timing of transposition characteristic of most of the present
lines, we do not anticipate that secondary transpositions
will be a major problem, althoughIt Is undoubtedly prudent
to grow several HrNrsiblings for s88d collection. Transposed
elements arising in T-DNA homozygotes contain an unrearranged Ds-GuS T-DNA on the homolog. Such plants
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can either be outcrossed immediately and then analyzed
as heterozygotes, or C‘ EDS homozygotesthat are also H‘
can be identified first and then outcrossed. As detailed
below, changes in the GUS sectoring pattern can be used
to identify such seedlings.
Transposons containing a reporter gene were first
developed in DrosophJato detect developmentally regulated promoters and enhancers (Bier etal., 1989; Wilson
eta!., 1989). T-DNA-based tagging vectors incorporating
either a drug-resistance marker or the GUS gene have
been developed and used successfullyin plants (Kertbundit
et a/.. 1991; Konz etal., 19891. Reporter genes with no
promoter or a minimal promoter have the potential of
facilitating the identification of insertions in and near genes,
but which do not disrupt gene function. In designing the
present transposons, we included both a drug-resistance
marker with a plant promoter. as well as the bacterial GUS
‘gene. The various Ds elements we used differed in the
amount of 5’ terminal Ac sequence that precedes the
promoterless GUS gene, retainingeither only the first and
weakest transcription start site or all of them (with or
without some additional downstream sequence). We also
made variants of each that included the ‘core’ sequence
of the CaMV 35s promoter. To date, ourtests suggest that
the GUS gene is capable of being expressed through the
5’ end of all of the different Ds elements and that all are
capable of transposing. The co-transformants analyzed in
greatest detail here contained a Ds element with a 35s
core promoter.The GUS gene is capable of beingexpressed
from the adjacent 35s promoter either at the original
insertion site just upstream of the GUS gene’s translational
start site or after transposition and reinsertionwithin the
gene sequence at some distance from its 5’end (Figure
5), thus demonstratingthe feasibility of usingthe transposon
to detect developmentally regulated promoters. We have
already obtained lines in which the GUS gene is differentially
expressed during development and are currentlyengaged
in analyzing them. We believe that transposon-borne
reporter genes have several advantages over those m ’ e d
on a T-DNA. These includethe ability to avoid either seed
or tissue-culture transformation, both of which may be
mutagenic, in producing insertions. In addition, transposon
insertions are reversible and provide the ability to verify
the association of a given mutation with the insertion by
selecting revertantsafter reintroduction of a transposase
gene by a genetic cross. Finally, there is evidence that
many Ac transpositions are to nearby sites in maize,
tobacco and tomato, which offers the possibility of efficient
mutagenesis of nearby sequences (Dooner et a/., 1991;
Moreno eta/., 1992; Osbom8 eta!., 1991).
An unexpected property of plants containing both a
35s-Ac and a Ds-GUS T-DNA is the presence of many
small GUS’ sectors in all parts of the seedling, particularly
in the cotyledons (Figure 3a). In the co-transformed lines

analyzed here (399-8 and 400-46), T-DNA homozygotes
exhibit a markedly higher frequency of GUS+ sectors than
T-DNA hetemzygotes, indicating that the sector frequency
is related to the T-DNA dosage. Although we have not
separated the effect of Ac dosage from that of Ds-Gus
dosage, we suspect that the effect is attributable to the
increased dosage of the transposase gene. A positive
correlation between Ac dosage and somatic excision
frequency has been reported in tobacco, and increased
Somatic excision frequencies have been observed in
Arabidopsis when the Ac transposase gene is expressed
from stronger promoters than its own (Hehl and Baker,
1990; Jones etal., 1989; Swinbume eta/., 1992). Plants
that either do not give GUS+ positive sectors or show an
altered pattern of sectors have all, to date, provedto have
either a transposedelement or some other rearrangement.
Especially useful is the observation that plants with
transposed elements and a 35s-Ac element exhibit far
fewer somatic sectors than the parent plants. This has
been observed in all TrE plants analyzed so far, except
those in which the GUS gene has been activatedfollowing
transpositionand its expression masks somatic sectoring
wherever the GUS gene is expressed at a high level
(Fedoroff, unpublisheddata). Ac elements undergo shortrange transpositions, even within genes and are known to
transpose from one sister chromatidto the other in maize
(Athma et a/., 1992; Chen et a/., 1992; Moreno et a/.,
1992). It is possible that the high frequency of GUS+
sectors in seedlings containing the orignal DS-GUS
T-DNA is attributable to the frequent somatic insertion of
the element into a site near one of the strong promoters
within the T-DNA. In particular, there are five Strong
promoters in the immediate vicinity of the transposon in
the co-transformed lines containing the two T-DNAs at a
single insertion site and two such promoters in plants
having unlinked transposon and transposase T-DNAS.
Elements that have transposed away from the original
T-DNA lack these nearby promoters and the frequency
with which short-range transpositions of the DS-GUS
element from a new site would strongly activate the GUS
gene is not only likely to be lower, but will Probably differ
from site to site, depending on the proximity of other
strong promoters. Our interpretationof the sOmatic GUS
sectoring pattern is supported by the identification Of a
germinal event which resulted in the strong expression of
the GUS gene throughout the plant following its excision
and reinsertion, in inverted orientation, Within the ALS
gene just downstream of its originalinsertion site. Thus we
believe that the high frequency Of GUS+ sectors in
plants containing a transposase source and the Ds-GuS
transPoson in its original position within the T-DNA is
probably attributable to the predominance of shofl-range
transpositionsin somatic tissue. We have not Yet analyzed
enough different germinal transposition events to ktlow
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the relative frequency of short-range transpositions, but
we have detected only one germinal event of the type
described in Figure 5 and most of the germinal transpositions for which we have segregation data are to unlinked
sites (Fedoroff, unpublished data). It should be noted,
however, that transpositions into the ALS gene would not
be detected in the chlorsulfuron screen because they
disrupt ALS gene expression.
Sectorial GUS expression provides a reliable marker to
identify plants with the desired genetic constitutions. The
sectoring frequency is sufficiently different between
T-DNA homozygotesand heterozygotesso that these can
generally be distinguished simply by removing and staining
a cotyledon. The difference in sectoring frequency between
plants that have the Ds-GUS transposon in its original
position and plants in which it has transposed to a new
site is quite marked and has proved useful in identifying
plants with transposed elements that arise in T-DNA homozygotes. As noted for T-DNA heterozygotes, most TrEcontaining progeny of a self-pollinated parent plant arise
from the fusion of male and female gametes produced by
tissue of the same genetic constitution. This means that
they receive either two EDS chromosomes or one EDS
chromosome and one chromosome containing an unrearranged Ds-GUST-DNA. Both EDS homozygotes with
a transposed element and EDS/original Ds-GUS T-DNA
heterozygotes (with or without a TrE) are C'H'. However,
the former have few or no somatic GUS' sectors, while
the latter have many (Fedoroff. unpublished data).
We have characterized two cases in which only an EDS
is present in a substantial fraction of progeny plants.
Molecular analysis shows that these plants are devoid of
Ds-GUS DNA sequences, implying that they did not arise
by a transposition event that inactivated the transposition
marker genes. The frequency of C'H' seedlings was fairly
high in both progenies (6% and 2%), but not high enough
to suggest that the excision event occurred in tissue
culture prior to regeneration of either plant. Thus in both
cases, the progeny with an EDS appear to have arisen
from somatic excision events occurring fairly early in plant
development. This inference was supported by the
observationthat the eight EDS plants analyzed were either
homozygousfor the EDS or heterozygousfor the EDS and
the homologous chromosome lacking the T-DNA, the
expected outcome if both male and female gametes were
derived from tissue in which the excision event had occurred
(Fedoroff,unpublished data). Enough progeny plants were
tested for the H' marker on the W U S to have confidence
that rts loss was not simply attributableto meiotic segregation. Such EDS sectors could have arisen either by excision
of the element without reinsertion or by its excision from
one sister chromatid and its reinsertion into the other near
theoriginal insertionsite, a type of transpositionevent that
appears to be common in maize (Chen et a / . , 1992;

Greenblatt, 1984).
Plants that contain an EDS, but no reinserted element,
are easily identified among the progeny of both T-DNA
heterozygotes and T-DNA homozygotes of the type
analyzed here. As noted above, EDS progeny arising in a
T-DNA heterozygote exhibit no hygromycin-resistance.
EDS progeny of a T-DNA homozygote can be identified
by selecting first for chlorsulfuron resistance and then
determining the fraction of C' seedlings that are H' and
show an altered pattern of GUS staining. One-third of the
C' EDS plants should be homozygous and therefore H',
while 2/3 should be heterozygous for the EDS and the
original T-DNA and therefore H'. All C'H' progeny should
show GUS' sectors and, upon progeny testing, be C'/Ci'
heterozygotes. These predictions have been tested and
verified for the C' progeny of R, plant 28 derived from
regenerant 399-8-4 (Table 4). It has been reported that
only about half of the germinal excision events promoted
by Ac in tobacco and Arabidopsis give rise to lines containing an EDS, but no TrE (Altman eta/., 1992; Jones eta/.,
1990). Among the 11 R, plants that yielded germinal
excision events analyzed here, 10 had a transposed element
(one of which was not detected by C', but by virtue of
uniform GUS staining) and two had an EDS sector. Moreover, preliminary genetic analyses indicate that most of
the transposed elements listed in Table 4 segregate
independently of the EDS markers, implying that the DsGUS transposed to a different chromosome (Fedoroff,
unpublished data).
In summary, the Arabidopsis Ac transposon-tagging
system described here incorporates several novel and
labor-saving modifications. This includes the ability to
screen large numbers of progeny in a small volume, identify
germinal transposition events reliably, select for progeny
containing the transposed element, but not the transposase
gene, and detect insertions downstream of promoters by
virtue of the activation of a transposon-borne reporter
GUS gene. We have demonstrated the reliability of the
marker genes in identifying progeny of the desired genetic
constitution. To date, we have not encountered difficulties
attributable to the phenomenon of 'co-suppression', in
which the expression of a transgenic marker, either one
that is homologous to an endogenous gene or one that is
present in more than one copy, is lost (Jorgensen, 1990,
1991). We have not seen discrepancies between the
molecular and the genetic phenotypes, as determined by
the ability to grow on selective media, except for the
gradual disappearance of the NAM-sensitive phenotype
in late regenerants after protracted maintenance in tissue
culture of one line containing multiple copies of a 35s-Ac
T-DNA. This has permittedus to rely on the genetic screens,
which are efficient and rapid, to create lines with different
transposition events.
We have observed considerable variation from plant to
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plant, even between siblings, in the fraction of progeny
plants in which an excision or transposition event has
occurred. We find that a single transposition event almost
always dominates within the progeny of a single plant,
suggesting that it may be more efficient to sample a given
plant progeny once, rather than analyze multiple siblings
by blot hybridization analysis. Both of these observations
have been made by other investigators (Altman et a/.,
1992; Dean et a/., 1992; Swinbume et a/., 1992) and
suggest that the concept of a germinal transposition
frequency is not very useful in the context of developing a
feasible transposon tagging system. The important parameters are the ease with which independent transposition
events can be identified and stabilized, the pattern of
transposition within and between chromosomes, and the
ease with which useful insertions in and near genes can be
identified. We are presently accumulating a large number
of lines with independent transposition events in order to
evaluate the relative frequencies of intra- and interchromosomal transpositions, as well as the fraction of insertions

the Internal Hindlll fragment of Ac, just upstream of the GUS
gene, disrupting its ability to be expressed.
The Bam35S-Ac was obtained by replacing the 5’ terminal
BamHl fragment of the Acelement (Pohlman eta/., 1984) with a
CaMV 35s promoter fragment (Odell et a/., 1985).The Nae35S-Ac
element in pSW1101, which was the kind gift of S. Scofield.
contains 208 bp of the CaMV 35s promoter and the 82 bp
sequence from the 5’ leader of the tobacco mosaic virus major
transcript inserted at the NaeI site 22 bp upstreamof the first ATG
of the Ac’s ORF (Kunze etal., 1987). Fragments containing either
of the two 35s-Ac elements were cloned into the Asp 718 site of
two different shuttle vectors, pCGN1548 and pCGNl578. which
differ from each other in that the NPT-II gene of the former is
expressedfrom a mannopine synthase promoter,while that of the
latter is expressed from a 35s promoter (McBride and
Summetfelt, 1990). Prior to the introduction of the 35S-Ac, both
shuttle vectors were modified by the addition of the
A. tumefaciens tms2 gene, which encodes an indoleacetamlde
hydrolase. A Hindlll fragment containing the entire tms2 coding
sequence (Sciaky and Thomashow, 1984) was extracted from
pMT40 (Thornashow etal., 1984), cloned downstream of a 35s
promoter, and transferred as a Hindlll-Asp 718 fragment from an
intermediate Bluescript vector into both pCGN1548 and
pCGN1578.

that permit activation of the transposon-borne GUS gene.
Introduction of Ds-GUS and 35s-Ac into A. thaliana

Experimentalprocedures
Construction of the Ds-GUS transposons and 35s-Ac
transposase genes
The Ds512 element was derived from an Ac element (Fedoroff et
a/., 1983; Pohlman et a/., 1984) by replacing the sequence
between the Uralll and Xbd Sites with an Xbol linker. The Us325
and Ds378 elements were obtained by partial 8a131 digestion of
the Xbd-cut Ds512 element, followed by repair synthesis with
the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I (Boehringer Mannheim)
and ligation to an Xbd linker. The 35s promoter of the GUS gene
in the pB1221 plasmid (Clontech) was replaced by a fragment
containing the sequence extending from nucleotide -46 to +6 of
the CaMV 35s promoter (Odell eta/., 1985).The GUS gene of this
plasmid, with or without the minimal 35s promoter. was transferred
to the Xhd site of each of the three internally deleted Dselements
by a blunt-end cloning. A 19s-apb4 gene (Kaster et a/., 1983)
extracted from the pMON754 plasmid (kindly provided Dr S.
Rogers of Monsanto Co.) was cloned into the Sty1 site nearest
the Ac element’s 3’ end. The entire D s 4 U S transposon was
cloned into the Xbd site 64 bp upstreamof the ALS coding region
from pMH52 (kindly provided by J. Mauvais of DuPont Co.). The
chlorsulfuron-resistant ALS gene (Haughn et a/., 1988) and its
double 35s promoter region were subcloned from pMH52 into
Bluescript (Stratagene) in such a way that each end was flanked
by an Asp 718 site. Derivatives of the 35s-ALS gene containing
the vm’ous Ds-GUStransposonsin both orientations were transferred to the Asp 718 site of pCGN1549 (kindly provided by
K. McBride of Calgene), an E. Coli-AgrObacteriom shuttle vector
that carries an E. co/i NPT-II gene expressed from a mannopine
synthase promoter within the T-DNA borders (McBride and
Summerfelt. 1990).The excision assay plasmid was derived from
the pMON530 plasmid (kindly providedby S.Rogersof Monsanto
Co.) by cloning the GUS gene from pB1221 downstream of the
35s promoter and introducing a Ds element, derived by deleting

PCGN vectors carrying the 35s-Ac transposase and Us-GUS
transposon constructs were transferred to A. tumefaciensstrain
LBA4404 by tri-parental mating (Hoekema et a/., 1983).
A. thaliana ecotype No-0 roots were transformed as described by
Valvekens et a/. (1988), with minor modifications. Control roots
were transformed with a pMON530 derivative containing a GUS
coding sequence expressed from a 35s promoter. To assess
transposase function, roots were co-transformed with the excision
assay plasmid described above and each 35s-Ac-containing
plasmid. Each ~ ~ S - transposase
AC
and each Ds-GUS transposon
plasmid was transformed individually into roots. In addition, Some
roots were co-transformed with both types of plasmid and
selected for kanamycin resistance. Co-transformed calli were
identified by histochemical detection of sectorial GUS gene
activity. Regenerating shoots commonly gave rise to clumps Of
shoots from which multiple plants representing the Same
transformation event were regenerated. Rooted plants were
transferred to soil and allowed to set seed.

Detection of markers in progeny seedlings
TOassess expression of the various markers introduced on the
35s-Ac and Ds-GUS T-DNAs, R, seeds produced by the
regenerated plants (Ro) were surface sterilized in 0.5% Na
hypochlorite containing one drop of Tween 20 per 50 ml and
germinated on Murashigeand Skoog medium (Gibco) containing
1% sucrose and one or more of the following: kanamycin
(Sigma), 50 pg m1-l; hygromycin 5 (Calbiochem), 20 pg ml-’;
chlorsulfuron (DuPont Co.; kindly provided by J. Mauvais;
commercially available from Chem Services, West Chester, PA),
either 100 p.p.b. or 1030 P.P.m.; napthalene acetamide (Sigma),
10 FM. For selecting Cr seedlings, seeds were suspendedin 0.70.8% agar-containing medium with chlorsulfuron and plated
directly in small or large petri dishes. Screening could be done at
Seed densities up to 600-700 per ml medium. However, such high
densities requiredthe higher chlorsulfuronCOnCentratiOnS(2MO
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p.p.m.), while at lower densities, sensitive and resistant seedlings
could readily be distinguished at 2-5 p.p.m. chlorsulfuron. Plates
were placed at 4°C for 2 days and then under lights at room
temperature. C'seedlings were removedto plates containing only
hygromycin as soon as the cotyledons had expanded, paying
particular attention to selecting seedlings with the longest roots.
Seedlings with large somatic excision sectors or in particularly
crowded areas on the plate often germinated relatively rapidly,
but their roots remained short. The genetic constitution of plants
was determined by plating 50-100 seeds on either small or large
plates containing only one selective agent. Genetic analysisof R2
and R3 C' progeny was camed out by plating 100-200 sterile
seeds, suspended in soft agar, on plates containing both
hygromycinand either NAM or chlorsulfuron at 1-5 p.p.m. Under
these conditions, fully Cs, C", and C' seedlings could be
distinguished readily.
Non-destructive tests for the presence of a marker were also
Canied out by removing either a root or leaf sector and placing it
on the callus-inducing medium described in Valvekens et a/.
(1988) with the addition of the compound, generally kanamycin
or hygromycin, to which resistance was being tested. Callus
growth could be readily detected within 1-2 weeks in leaf or root
cuttings of seedlings that contained the drug-resistance marker,
but not those that lacked it. Expression of the GUS gene was
assessed in tissue pieces or whole seedlings as described by
Jefferson (1987).

Analysis of plant DNA
DNA was extracted from Arabidopsis leaves as described by
Dellaporta el a/.(1983). Restrictionendonuclease digestion was
done under conditions specified by the supplier of the enzyme,
generally Boehringer-Mannheimor New England Biolabs, except
that spermidine HCI was added to a final concentrationof 5 mM.
DNA digests (300 ng) were fractmted on a 0.70/0 agarose gel.
transferred to Genesaeen (DuPont)and aosslined by UV irradiation
(Stratalinker).The DNA fragments used for probes were a 2.4 kb
Xhol fragment containing the NPT-ll gene from pCGN1547
(McBrideand Summerfelt. 1990), a 4.8 kb Asp 718-Sall fragment
containing the 35s promoter and ALS gene from pMH52 or the
Xhol-Asp 718 fragment containing only the ALS gene from the
same plasmid, a 1.9 kb Xhd-Hindlll fragment containing a 19s
promoter and the aph4 gene from pMON754, and the internal
1.6 kb Hindlll fragment of the Acelement (Fedoroff et a/.. 1983).
Gel-purified DNA fragments were labeled with (32pldCTPusing a
random primer labeling kit (Use). DNA from plants identified by
segregationanalysisto contain a single 35s-Ac insertionsite was
digested with Sphl and probed with the NPT-II gene sequence,
as well as a fragment of the Ac element to determine the copy
number of the right and left T-DNA borders. DNA from plants
identrfied genetically to contain a single Ds-GUS insertion site
was digested with Sphl and probed with an NPT-II (left border)
probe, followed by a 35s-ALS probe (right border). Southern blot
hybriduation was Canied out as described by Church and Gilbert
(1984).
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Note added in proof
Since submission of this manuscript, there have been two additional publications on Ac-based transposon-tagging
describing the transposition Of marked Ds elements from either the NPT-II or SPT genes activated by immobilized,
promoter-substituted Ac elements (Grevelding eta/. (1992) Proc. Nat/Acad. scj. USA, 89,6085-6089 and Bancroft et a/.
(1992) Mol. Gen. Genet. 233.444-461).

